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SCORING INDICATORS SCORE

1. The writer knows that in reality the nights in the jungle are frightening 
and dangerous.  The rustling of snakes and some other dreaded 
creatures could be heard.  Even the air seemed to poisonous by 
decaying  trees.

1

2. c.  To call for help 1
3. The writer comes to the conclusion that where there are vultures there 

could be dead bodies.   
1

4. They could have came to the narrator for rescue. 1
5. S V O 1
6. The speaker could not look up the teacher as he was inattentive in the 

class and did not know the answer of any possible questions.
1

7. The teacher asked the speaker to explain Newton’s law of gravity and 
mass .

1

8. The speaker’s mind was blank as he did not know the answer and he is 
started to flounder for an answer.

1

9. a   a   b   b 1
10 In the poem to poet recollect some of his youthful days and memories 

when he was playing a goal keeper in football.  He tells us that it was a
way of discarding his sad memories and sorrowfulness which filled his
mind.  He was highlighting the essence of the old Latin saying “ mens 
sana in corpora sana”.  

       The style of the poem is narrative without saying the reason of the 
sadness of the author, he uses a metaphor of goalkeeper who’s function
is to prevent the balls coming to him. It is a symbolic expression.  He 
uses another device of a cricketer who goes to the crease with bat and 
pad.  Here the player is trying to be as much glad as possible.   At last /
eventually the poet assures that he will keep it up until his death bed. 

4

11 Ben was eagerly waiting for the next morning because he was going to 
meet his grandpa.   

1

12 There were a book on building forts, a book on making go-cards and 
new book he has taken the library about a kid detective.  There was 
also a model car kit in his back pack.   

1

13 Grandpa was very considerate about the child and he taught him how 
to repair broken and damaged door knob and other household things.  
He was very patient and did not mind the long hours spent to use his 
tools 

1



14 Grandpa taught him how to fix things around the house and he taught 
Ben how to replace broken household things.

1

15 Visiting Grandpa became a favourite part of Ben’s Vacation as grandpa
would take him to fishing and to base ball games. 

1

16 PROFILE
 Give a title 
 Effective introduction and ending.
 Well Organised Details.
 Use of Appropriate descriptive vocabulary .
 Hints developed using supporting details.
 Use of proper linkers for connecting the ideas
 Use of appropriate language.

5

17 LETTER

Uses proper format i.e. place, Date, Salutation

CONTENT:
 Good beginning
 Idea conveyed
 Proper conclusion
 Proper Complementary Close

5

18 NOTICE
 Uses appropriate format and layout of a notice.
 Uses proper salutation
 Mentions the date, time and venue of the programme
 Uses clear and brief language
 Includes the details of the programme
 Specifies the agency/authority which issues the notice.

5
19 DIARY ENTRY

 Conveys the feelings and emotions of the writer
 It is a first person narrative
 Highlights the important events happened on a particular day
 Uses expressions and broken sentences
 Never records the routine activities

20 WRITE-UP
 A suitable Tile 
 Begins with sticking idea  
 Ideas are presented using Specific and clear language. 
 Ideas are organized well.
 Used variety of sentences 
 Appropriate conclusion. 

 

6

21 REVIEW



22 Prepare  Six Questions

 

6

23 CHARACTER- SKETCH
 Marks significance of the character
 Analyse the reaction of the character in different occasions 
 Examine the language used by the character 
 Use enough example from the work to substantiate the points 
 Sequence the points noted 
 Begin with a striking sentence 

Give a suitable title.

24 SPEECH
 The Speaker Introduced the topic well.
 The Speaker logically and appropriately devided the topic in to its 

component ideas 
 The topic was developed with a variety of sporting material.
 The speaker has chosen words meticulously to present the ideas
 The speaker presented his/her own views in the speech
The speaker concluded the speech effectively, summing up all the 
points.

6

25 TREASURE OF THE GUPTA EMPIRE  (A catalogue of Coins of the 
Gupta Dynasty)

1

26 TREASURES OF THE  EMPIRE 1

27 A COMPANION TO  ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION 1

28 ENERGY CONSERVATION
Awareness and Opportunities 

1

29 Computech Publication Ltd., 1

30 a. The journalist asked Feyman who has influenced him  
b. Feyman replied that his father influenced him 2

31 a. Did you see the Encyclopaedia? 
b. How big are the dinosaurs and how do they look like?
c. aren’t they?
d. I will give you a book on dinosaurs.
e. read by myself

5

32 a. of
b. on
c. by
d. to

4

33 a. got up 



b. turned on
c. made up his mind
d. put across

4

34 a. Principal
b. Which 
c. are to be
d. would not have
e. fight 

5

35 The box
The big box

The big  beautiful box
The big  beautiful box which is made of Teak wood

5


